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18 AUSTRIAN ARTISTS AT THE  EUROSONIC FESTIVAL 2014  
Austrian Music Export, 20.11.2013, Vienna 
 
18 local acts - from Attwenger to The Vegetable Orchestra, from Fuckhead to Trains Of Thoughts 
- will form the "Focus on Austria" at the major international showcase festival Eurosonic 
Noorderslag 2014. Two months in advance, the festival has announced the names of the selected 
artists that will be a part of the first Austrian focus at the big music industry showdown in 
January 2014. 
 
Eurosonic is the most important meeting place for the live industry in Europe - more than 3,000 
international industry experts gather here to discover and book new artists for future festivals 
and tours.  
The invited Austrian artists exhibit the entire range of the current domestic music scene:  
With accordion, drums and vocals, the unmistakable ATTWENGER unveil their own sound universe 
of folk music, punk and hip-hop. TRAINS OF THOUGHTS, originally a film essay by Timo Novotny 
about the subway systems in New York, Tokyo, Moscow and Los Angeles, transform on stage into 
a live audiovisual remix with intense images and music by the Sofa Surfers.  
 
The young Austrian electronic scene is represented by the playful sound tinkerer CID RIM, who 
collaborated with various artists and producers such as Theophilus London and Spoek Mathambo 
and recently delivered acclaimed remixes for CHVRCHES and Darwin Deez. T-SHIT, a project by 
Bernhard Hammer (Elektro Guzzi), Bernd Klug and Sixtus Preiss, merge groove and experiment, 
noise and dance music - all played live with drums, guitar and bass. Extraterrestrial LED suits and 
powerful live shows are the hallmarks of GUDRUN VON LAXENBURG, who are committed to techno 
punk with live drums. No less eccentric are the frontier runners and multi-instrumentalists 
KOENIGLEOPOLD with a firework of hip-hop, electro, free jazz, noise, avant-garde pop and 
experimental theater - or as they proclaim themselves "suicide hip-hop, decadence punk and pop 
shit". 
The young shooting stars KLANGKARUSSELL indulge in soul and pop harmonies and are 
responsible for one of the biggest hits of the summer with their song "Sonnentanz". Melodic, but 
driving, melancholic, and yet optimistic, hypnotic and danceable, the track stormed the charts in 
Europe and generated millions of views on Youtube. GHOST CAPSULES also dwell in gentler tones: 
The electro quartet is the new project of Tim Simenon (Bomb The Bass) and specializes in 
electronic music for the night, chilly electro pop with hypnotic vocals of singer Laura Gomez.  
 
Since 15 years the VEGETABLE ORCHESTRA has dedicated itself to the sonic exploration of 
vegetables - organic instruments made out of carrots, leeks, pumpkins and onions produce a 
complex and idiosyncratic sound somewhere between ambient, pop and electro-acoustic music. A 
rare instrument is also found with MANU DELAGO HANDMADE. Due to his virtuosity and innovation 
on the Hang instrument, the Tyrolean musician gained worldwide fame and toured with Björk 
around the world.  
The high-speed sensation RUSSKAJA is probably the most successful music kolkhoz on the 
planet. The mixture of bold polka beats and thrash metal conquered the clubs and open air 
festivals in Europe. A step further towards terrific performative disaster is displayed by the Upper 
Austrian band FUCKHEAD. Even 25 years after its founding, the provocative mix of analog 
activism, digital arts, noise, dirt and filth still creates a stir and has long been recognized beyond 
Austrian borders as a pioneer of extreme performance art.  
 
With their album "Trouble Honey", impish grinning punk-pop, the joy of screeching guitars and 
their orgasmic stage performances, the SEX JAMS sloshed in 2013 from the throbbing 
underground right through to the surface. Coming from the same label - Siluh Records - the multi-
instrumentalist Matthias Frey aka SWEET SWEET MOON performs solo on stage, equipped with a 
violin, loop pedal, drum machine and vocals, and captivates the audience with his beautiful pop 
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melodies that gradually unfold into orchestral dimensions. TIRANA are influenced by the LA punk 
of the eighties and by the Riot Grrrl movement and have made a name for themselves with 
numerous concerts in Europe and the U.S. - including a performance at the famous SXSW festival. 
HELLA COMET from Styria move with their dense wall of sound somewhere between post-noise, 
post-rock and post-punk - rock based on heavy noise and catchy pop. 
 
One of the first confirmed acts for the Eurosonic Festival were JA, PANIK as a nominated 
representative by the Austrian EBU partner FM4. They are considered to be one of the most 
important German-speaking bands of our time and have managed to quickly gain recognition with 
their much-discussed albums and are named in the same breath as the renowned German 
discourse pop bands Blumfeld and Tocotronic. 
GUGABRIEL will present herself to the international audience as one of the winners of the 
European Border Breakers Awards (EBBA). Playful arrangements and melodic singer-songwriter 
pop are the signature features of the composer and multi-instrumentalist Gudrun Liemberger, 
who is now, after a career as the singer of "SheSays", paving her way as a solo artist.  
 
For the selection of artists, the Dutch curators have intensively looked into Austria and its music 
scene. On the occasion of the Popfest Wien and the Waves Vienna Festival, the curators had a 
chance to intensify relations with the local scene and observe many artists live. Their surprise 
about the quality and musical range is now reflected in the high number of invited artists: "The 
selection is intended to give an overview of what is happening in Austria. And there is a lot more 
going on than we expected," says Eurosonic's program manager Robert Meijerink.  
"Both the number and the diversity of the selected artists confirm how vibrant and significant the 
Austrian music scene is", state Tatjana Domany and Franz Hergovich (Austrian Music Export). 
Initiated in 2011, the core task of the export office is to communicate this on an international 
level and further promote the positive development of recent years. The Austrian presence at the 
Eurosonic Festival is supported by the AKM/GFÖM, AUME/SKE, Advantage Austria, BMUKK, BMEIA, 
IFPI and FAMA/WKO. With the "Focus on Austria", the music industry expects both an immediate 
and sustainable upswing. Approximately 160 Austrian artists applied for a spot at the 28th 
edition of the festival in the Netherlands.  
 
Austria will have a notable presence in the cold January days in Groningen: On the 16th of 
January  the spectacular City Theater of Groningen ("Stadsschouwburg") will be the venue for the 
official reception of the Austrian delegation and a performance by the Vegetable Orchestra. With 
"Fuck The Atlantic Ocean", the documentary about the South American trip of the Viennese 
musician Sweet Sweet Moon will be celebrating its world premiere in Groningen. At the festival 
the artist collective Trains Of Thoughts - a project of the director Timo Novotny with the Sofa 
Surfers - will present the eponymous film accompanied with live music.  
 
Bridging the time until the festival in January, the internationally known video blog collective They 
Shoot Music will present several of the selected artists with six minute video portaits. These “At 
Home Sessions” are a series of intimate portraits of Austrian musicians filmed at locations that 
have a special significance to their careers.  
 
FURTHER INFORMATIONEN: www.musicexport.at, www.eurosonic-noorderslag.nl 
Press downloads: ww.musicexport.at/press/eurosonic-noorderslag-2014-focus-on-austria/ 
 
ARTISTS 
Attwenger  
Cid Rim  
Fuckhead  
Ghost Capsules  
Gudrun von Laxenburg  
GuGabriel 

Hella Comet  
Ja, Panik 
Klangkarussell  
Koenigleopold  
Manu Delago Handmade  
Russkaja  

Sex Jams  
Sweet Sweet Moon  
T-Shit  
Tirana  
The Vegetable Orchestra  
Trains Of Thoughts 
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